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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

The feel of the Nototheria hav< hitherto remained
ribed from 'hough many

bones in museum collections have be n rel gated to the
genus. The calcaneum, and as itotherium

tasmanicum were recovered with the rest oi leton

in 1910. and the a \herium victories, came
to light with other associated remains from King Island in

1912. Of the foot of Nototherium mitchelli, we have now
cord the following bones, all parts of a single pes, and

the aseocia be skeleton unearthed at Smithton, in

1920
?
namely :

—
( 1 ) Astragalus.

(2) < Jalcani am.

(3) Navicular.

( h Cuboid.

(5) Ento-cuni iform.

(6) Ecto-cuneiform.

(7) Two metatarsals.

(8) One ungual phalanx.

For all practical purposes this outlines the fool, and

as the bones, in a general way, conform to the Diprotodon

type, it will be easy to restore the missing parts, the more
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so as the hand is complete in phalangeals, and claw bones,
and therefore available for comparison. A glance at the
outlines of the hand and foot quickly reveal the dispro-

portion exhibited by the pes, in point of size. This, how-
ever, is compensated for in the wide expanse of the sacral

regions of the skeleton, sheer weight and pelvic width
making up for other reductions.

In the hands, one cannot but be struck by the great

palmar expanse, as also the power of the claws. When
fully spread such hands would have firmly gripped the

soil, and thus presented a most solid and unyielding front

to a charging foe. Such manal power must have been a

useful factor also during the cranial twist incidental to>

the horning and tossing of a foe. In this connection it is

manifestly obvious that the whole build of the scapular

arch is in view of power, and the scapulas, clavicles, and

arm bones, are all called upon to contribute their quot»

to the total result.

OSTEOLOGY OF THE FOOT.

Plate XXII.

As the astragalus and calcaneum from the left pes of

both Nototherium mitchelli and N. tasmanicum are present,

a direct comparison can be instituted, and, with the astra-

gali super-imposed upon their respective calcanei, the fol-

lowing notes were obtained. In spite of the fact that the fe-

mur of N. mitchelli exceeds that of N. tasmanicum in total

length by 65 mm., and in width by 47 mm., the bones of

the feet present hardly any differences in point of total

size, although morphologically they manifest such well-

marked . differences as one would look for upon their

taxonomic segregations. Unfortunately, the post-articular

regions of both calcanei are mutilated, and accordingly no
measurement of total length can be supplied, that of

.V. tasmanicum is the longer, being 152 mm., while that

from the other species is only 127 mm. long. In the

former, the whole post-articular muscular attachment area

is present, and extends backwards for 50 mm., while in

the latter only 25 mm. of this region is present.

The lateral tibial articular tract in N. mitchelli is

horizontal, but in the other species it slopes forward and

downward, is gently concave in the former, and convex in

the latter, thus giving a more vertical tibial articulation to

N. mitchelli, and markedly more angular one to N.

tasmanicum. In N. mitchelli, the calcaneum presents a

fibular articular facet 20 mm. long, and 8 mm. deep, the

calcaneum projecting some 8 mm. beyond the astragalar
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facet. In X. tasmanicum, the astragalus overhangs the
caloaneum, owing to the greater slope (noted supra), thus
masking completely the primitive character of a fibular

calcaneal articulation, strongly manifested by X. mitchelli.

To followers of the evolutionary trend, this character will

serve to recall the fact that the most primitive member
of the sub-order Perissodactyla, namely, Macrauchenia, ex-

hibited this character, as also did the several meml
the sub-order Taxodontia. The suppression of such an
osteologieal item should be 01 lie importanci
In conformation with the abovenamed difference

the two astragali under consideration, ev rv other articular

surface, and facette, shows similar variations, the details

of which it is unnecessary to give, since the articul

of the fibula with the calcaneum, by a well-marked sur-

face, will serve bo classify the moiety with the

Megacerathint Nototheria, and nee of smh will

relegate it to the Leptocerathiru group.

The total height of the superimposed bones in -V.

tasmanicum is 120 mm., and that of X. mitchelli 122 mm..
t'n ir astragalar widths (in articular position) being 82

mm. and 1A mm. respect r. cation of

of calcanei th best guide in tie absence of the

evid me yielded by tie fibular facet, i- thai of the whole

articular surface. In .V. mitchelli, t
; are 80 mm. in

antero-posterior length, with a width of 70 mm., whih in

.V. tasmanicum, the surface is 60 mm. s 60 mm. The.

r >lope in X. mitchelli is only •"'

in X. tasmanicum it i* 50 d When perfect,

the t v. !' i n fairly similar in point

of size and robusl ness. I ur that t he

bones of the t arsus and toes are unknown in X . tasinan

as the iction may have-— indeed, w<

vinced rausl have—shown grades when com-
pared with those of X. mitcht

As far as we can judge (working only from ph<

graphs of the foot of h ticular cup for the
• is form d in th Not >' - im, in about th

proportions as that which obtains in Diprotodon, namely

—

(1) The lar. vicular.

Th d x.i in importaj _ that contributed by
tun.

(3) Th.- minimum shave being supplied by the cuboid.

'l.i In the kangaroo, tli* pnnative character is retaine-1, in Mo,
the fib articular : the cal-
caneum—to .;. that the astragalus at 1>< tip. in
i I »n in V. m 'clielli, and its total sup-
pression in V. ' to be kept in si^ht.
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With Dr. Stirling's photo of the Diprotodon's pes (
2
)

placed side by side with the foot of X. mitchelli, we note

that in the latter

—

1. The external horn of the navicular is much more
expanded at the base,

2. The ecto-cuneiform is more elongated.

3. The ento-cuneiform is relatively more robust.

As far as it is fair to express an opinion, we would
state that our material suggests less reduction of the toes

than obtains in the Diprotodon. Allowing for missing

bones, and, therefore, in part open to future emendation,

the following set of measurements are submitted :

—
Total length of foot = 355 mm.
Greatest width = 171 mm.
Width of toes = 105 mm.

The Nototherian astragalus does not closely simulate

that of the Wombat, but, if that bone from the foot of

the Tasmanian Wombat is> compared with the two astragali

of the Nototheria just passed in review, it will be found
to agree better with that of N. tasmanicum than the cor-

responding moiety from the joes of i\
r

. mitchelli. We have
no bone to contrast, and compare with, from the platyrhine

wombat, but we strongly suspect the astragalus from that

animal would agree best with K. mitchelli, and so follow

out the sequence so frequently noted during our studies.

THE MANUS.
Plate XXIII.

As with the pes, so with the matins, the parts present

belong to the left side, and are not quite intact as to

several moieties. We hold the following, however :
—

(1) Pisiform.

(2) Cuneiform.

(3) Unciform.

(4) Scaphoid.

(5) Magnum.
(6) All five metacarpals.

(7) Four phalanges of the proximal series.

(8) All five ungual phalanges.

From the carpus there are missing the following bones,

namely :
—

(1) Trapezoid.

(2) Trapezium.

(3) Scaphoidal sessamoid.

Also six phalanges.

(2.) fc'oss. Lake Callabonna, vol. I., part 1, plate 10.
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As the pisiform, and cuneiform, outline the ulnar

cup, and the scaphoid can be articulated to the end of

tho radius, the loss of the items named will not seriously

affect the articulation of the hand, the presence of the
complete set of metacarpals is most fortunate, as is also

t of ungual phalangeals. Finger five is intact, and
so a measurement taken from the end of the pisiform to

m of the claw-bone supplies a size-determining factor.

Taken thus, the hand mea 70 mm. in Length, but
this is lees than act lity by anything up to 25 nun.,

sine- the fifth is not the longest digit. In lifi . with claw
bs in situ, this hand musl ha1 300 mm.

Long, by 145 to 150 mm. wide. In Tapirs, thi hand always

more digits than the foot, but in no known
instain- do i . In the

Rliim iti) the com-
position <

!' the p 8, while tin • ii n four.

The marsupia ion of thi

but, owing to tin i

the fa • nained i I In tin Nototheria the

obviously following the tr nd, but the stirp be-

came extinct before the climax had '

I. In
view of il

. nothing very remarkable appears in

the manal osl ology; 'orm and cuneiform supply
the ulnar cup, the unciform gives articular face;

four and Ave. the magnum aupp I I the

trap >zoid and trapezium carry The
Bcaphoid being mainly supported by tfa m, brings
tin Notothei a into line with the Tapirs and Perissodactyla
gen rally.

As the ungual pha form a compL and
have hitherto been undes ribed, we supply a tabic of
dimensions.

CLAW-BEARING PHALANGES OF NOTOTHERIUM
MITCHELLI.
(Left Hand.)

Name. Total Width Girth Remarks.

Length ( Basal

)

mm. mm. mm.
Digit
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THE RADIUS AND ULNA.
As neither radius nor ulna was: complete in N.

tasmanicum, no measurements could be supplied when the
monograph upon that animal was compiled. With N.
mitchelli, we get both bones from the right side, and a
perfect ulna from the left, the associated radius, however,
being distally imperfect. The left ulna is 437 mm. long,

the right being 436 mm. The right radius is 385 mm.
long. As both bones have been figured proximally (vide

plate 10, monograph N. fas.), it will be only necessary

to siay that distally the ulna ends in a perfectly round
head, 36 mm. in diameter, while the radius expands to a
transverse width of 80 mm., its proximal cup being only
50 mm. x 48 mm., which is exactly the same in iV.

tasmanicum.

THE STERNUM.
Four moieties of the sternum of N. mitchelli were

recovered with the other parts of the skeleton. These con-

sist of the manubrium, and three sternebrae of the
Gladiolus. Possibly two segments, and the ziphoid ele-

ment are missing. In articulating the skeleton of N.
tasmanicum, tern pairs* of ribs were carried to> the sternum,
seven of which were attached to the pre and meso-sternum.
This must be very close, if not actually, the condition that
really obtained in these animals, and, accordingly, two
sternebrae are missing from the mesosternum of N . mitchelli,

in addition to the metasternal element. The manubrium
is 100 mm. long, and 108 mm. wide; it is heavily keeled,

the carina ending in a tuberosity that projects outwards
for 45 mm. If this tuberosity is pressed against the ver-

tical plate of the measuring board the total thickness of

the bone is 71 mm.
The sternebrae are furnished with nearly square bodies,

and expanded ends; the two perfect ones measure 75 mm.
and 74 mm. respectively, in total length, with a width of

40 mm. at the ends, sinking to a central width of 28 mm.
in vertical measurement, the transverse rim measurement
being 26 mm. Vertically, the surfaces are convex and
concave*—transversely concave—on either side.

FEMUR.
The feimur closely simulates that of the Leptncerathine

group* (as duly figured in plate No. eleven of the mono-
graph of N. tas.), but is larger, as the appended table will

show. Being a younger animal, the muscular surfaces are

less strongly marked; indeed, the femur, as a whole, is a
smooth one, as indicates the age stated.
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FEMORA OF MEGACERATHINE NOTOTBERIA,
AND THOSE OF Till: LEPTOCERATHINE GROUP.

(Xo. 1 = X. in i

No. 1.

Total length

Across condyles ...

Girth below head
Diami ter of h a I

Girth above con-

dyles

Girth, including
'Mini vies

Width betv

two vertical walls

etti.
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TIBIA.

The tibia of N. mitchelli is generically similar to that

of the second group, but shows various departures from

that type. The shaft upon the whole (allowing for age

characters) is similar, but the articular surfaces show the

variations we might expect to find in animals whose gait

was dissimilar.

COMPARATIVE SIZES OF TIBIAE, IN THE TWO
GROUPS.

(No. 1 = y. mi
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THE CLAVICLES.

The clavicles of N. mitchelli agree in outline exactly

with those attributed to Diprotodon, and depart, in con-

tour from thus,- of lite Leptocerathim Nototherian group, in

exactly the way noted in the monograph upon Xototherium

tasmanicum. Owing to this variation in shape, it is not

easy to give comparative contour measurements, but the

following may ].. ful.

CLAVICL

(No. 1 = X.
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marked by an arrow in the picture is less strongly indi-

cated in the younger animal—presumably, this fossa re-

lated to the infra, spinalus, and teres muscles, and a second
groove may relate to the scapular dorsal artery. The
acromion process is 110 mm. wide, and is roughened for

the enormous deltoid muscle, that ascended the spine for

245 mm., in addition to involving the whole of the distal

end of the actual process.

THE PELVIS.

The pelvis of Nototherium tasmanicum has been duly
illustrated and described (plate 15, pages 34 and 35 mono-
graph), and this will serve the purpose! of a generic de-

scription, but the comparative study we had hoped for was
marred by the fragmentary character of the pelvis of

Nototherium mitchelli. As far as the specimens serve we
are safe in saying that the Megacerathine animal was
similar to that of the Leptocerathnie one in the pelvic re-

gions, and if a complete- set of measurements could be sup-

plied the former would be presumably somewhat, larger

than the latter. To avoid the necessity of reference, we
reproduce here the scale of sizes already published.

PELVIS OF N. TASMANICUM.
mm.

(1)—Total width across the slightly imperfect ilia = 702

(2)—Greatest width of least mutilated ilium = 235

(3)—From tuberosity of ischium to upper rim of

ilium = 535

(4)—-Width of pelvis across rims of the aeetabula = 422

(5)—Transverse measurement of inlet of pelvis ... = 172

In the pelvis of N. mitchelli the whole of the sacral

portion is torn away, and neither of the ilia is perfect. An
attempt to compare measurement No. 3 of thei above' table

gives 500 mm. for a slightly smaller portion than is pre-

sent in the pelvis of N. tasmanicum, thus suggesting a

rather larger pelvis as a whole. For articulation purposes
the pelvis of N . mitchelli has been now restored, and as so

outlined its greatest width across the ilia is (36in.) 915
mm. This may eventually prove to be too wide, but at

least 100 mm. in excess of that of N. tasmanicum is cer-

tainly within the mark.

COMPARATIVE SKULLS OF NOTOTHERIA.
At an earlier stage of this work we promised to give

a table of contrasting skull characters, and although in

part this has been supplied in drawing up the conspectus
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of cither group, yet to a practical worker it will be ex-
ceedingly convenient, to have a ready reference table such
as that hereunder supplied.

Megacerathine Nototheria.
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THE EXTERNAL EAR, AN OSTEOLOGICAL
COMPARISON.

It is an interesting piece of parallel evolution to ob-

serve how closely the Nototherian ear simulates the condi-

tions obtaining among true Rhinoceroses, and then to' pass

in review the skull elements out of which they have been
developed. Although we have carried out this study

widely enough to embrace various Rhinoceroses, space for-

bids the publication of more than a small portion of our

data.

In the Tichorhino Rhinoceros, the meatus auditorius

is formed by the post-glenoid—which is a powerful process

—reaching backwards to meet a similar contribution from
the mastoid, the line of junction being vertical ana cen-

tral. In a general way the Indian Rhinoceros repeats this

set of conditions, although the true ear bones may be
loose. If the photograph reproduced in plate xiii. is

appealed to, it will be seen that in Nototherium mitchelli

the loose tympanic tube of the Wombats is here strongly

inset, between the backward curve of the post-glenoid and
the forward sweep of the mastoid, the whole having
coalesced into a single element.

Group departures from these conditions are found in

the Leptocerathine JVototheria, not sufficiently important to

detail here. ^3) Now let us see how these structural moie-

ties exist in the Wombats, and the Native Bear.

Tasmanian Wombat.
There is a post-glenoid process, which is removed

mesiad from the contour line of the skull, and is shorter

than the mastoid process. The tympanic is tube-like, and
distinct, and the par-occipital is short.

Hairy-Nosed Wombat. *

The post-glenoid is obsolete ; the mastoid is thin and
long; the tympanic is suspended mid-way between the
glenoid articular wall, and the mastoid amid deeply exca-

vated air cells.

Native Bear.

Strong post-glenoid process (deeply excavated by air

cells), tympanic deeply set in a fossa between the post-

glenoid and the squamoso-mastoid process, long par-

occipital process.

(3.) Briefly it may be said that the ear is a stage nearer the
primitive condition.
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We may assume in this connection that the Wombats
are nearer to the primitive marsupial than the Native

Bear is, and that in the Nototherium the post-glenoid and
mastoid enclosed the tube-like tympanic—that still re-

mains distinct in the Wombat, but has developed a special

stirpian trend in the Native Bear.

Here, then, we get a result structurally the same, in

three animals widely removed as to habitat, one having

ranged Europe in pleistocene time, a second living in Aus-
tralia in the same age, and a third still living in the

Indian zoological province. The Marsupial Rhinoceros

(X otothi mi in) still shows exactly how the ear was evolved

out of the elements common to more than one type of

marsupial that still survives.

THE SIZE OF NOTOTHERIUM MITCEELLL
It is an interesting study to try to recall the altera-

tion in size of the animal here under consideration, that

thee new discoveries have forced anon our mental vision.

Professor Owen allowed for a large animal, and as the

female skull known to him and so carefully studied in

detail—falls littl short of tin male cranium in poinl of

size, he was in this respect fairly well informed In fore-

hi ad. and nasal expansion, the male, however, exceeds
male by a full inch, and tli refore his remark thai

in its facial parts Nototherium was the quaintest animal
that ever lived receives additional support, since an extra
inch in the dilati n of an animal's nose completely changes
tin- facia] contour. The arms and legs, he assumed, w r<

bulky, but relatively shelter than we know them to be,

as note the size of the upper arm. The humerus Owem
allowed for was 400 mm. long and 224 mm. wide. The
real humerus is 496 mm. long and 175 mm. wide.

Thus the upper arm bone was narrower by two inches,

and longer by nearly four inches than was suspected of.

If this ratio is carried out to all the bones of the appen-
dicular skeleton, we are apparently dealing with an animal
at least a foot taller than Professor Owen computed it

to be. Even the Leptocerathine group of Nototheria were
longer in their humeri by G7 mm. (2£ inches) than the
humeri relegated to the Nototheria generally, and the
elongation of their scapula? to a measurement of 430 mm.
(just on 17 inches) would certainlv never have been guessed
at,

The long narrow foot, not known to have been as-

sociated with the animal, and the excessively wide and
heavily clawed hand arc also new items, all of wdiich,

taken in totality, considerably alter the animal's make-up
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as originally visualised. Upon the other hand, the great

palaeontologist hadf his share of success, correctly associating

the skull and jaws (that by reason of their apparent

anomalies acted as stumbling blocks to others for more
than half a century). Again, in the matter of the imper-

fect mandible, from South Australia, he instinctively

and with unerring accuracy separated it from the type
species; and seeing as in a glass darkly thei real signifi-

cance of the evolutionary trend ho listed the nasal septum
of both Diprotodon and Notoiherium, in the same category

with such structures in the Tichorhine Rhinoceros. As
some students of Professor Owen's works upon "Extinct
Mammals of Australia" appear to have missed the associa-

tion of Notoiherium with Diprotodon—and therefore with
the Tichorhine Rhinoceros—in this matter of the nasal

septum, it may be opportune to recall his actual data, re-

lating to this subject. At page 524 (part 3, Foss. Mam.
Aust.) he notes the development of the nasal septum of

Diprotodon—out of the ordinary marsupial anatomv—to

the condition that obtained in the Tichorhine Rhinoceros,

and again at page 51 of part 5, he links Notoiherium
with Diprotodon in this respect, remarking, inter alia,

that among the marsupials these two animals stand alone.

Ipso facto, therefore, both approached the extinct Peris-

sodactylan Ungulate, to a greater or lesser degree. We
now know that in the Leptocerathine group, the nasal

bones and nasal septum approached each other very close-

ly—while in the other group, the nasals receded for some
40 mm. in the male animal, but less in the female.

RECAPITULATIVE NOTES.

If the aim of our studies has been realised, we shall

have to some extent convinced zoologists, and palaeonto-

logists, of the fact that the Rhinoceros was not ansent
from the fauna of Australia in ages past. True to the
structural type of the country, these animals retained the
marsupial habit, simply grafting on to< it the results of that
evolutionary trend that has culminated in other lands
in the Perissodactylan Ungulates. Just how many groups
Australia, could boast of we arc at present unable to say,.

but apparently two, at least, were well segregated at the
time extinction overtook the race. One of these, the
Megacerathine group, manifested more development along
the fighting trend than the second, or Leptocerathine group
did. This is noticeable chiefly in the alterations to the
nasal bones for the attachment of the horn ; the extrav

strengthening of the neck ; the general enlargement of
the whole skeleton to maintain a suitable poise; the
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<lilation of the skull walls to provide extra air cells, to

deaden shock and to combine lightness with strength.

Starting (in the limbs) with pentadactyle hands and feet,

and the primitive character of a fibula articulating direct-

ly with the calcancum, they changed to a condition that

was rapidly reducing the number of toes (as in the Rhino-

ceroses) and the fibula was slowly l< articular grip

of the calcaneum. In the Leptocerathine group it had
absolutely done so, and in tiie Megacerathim group the

articular ly reduced. The ear was being

evolved to suit the new conditions of life, and in total

iv li'i had i ached a rhinoceros stal i of development, hut.

the primitive I available to a marsupial animal
being different from that which obtained in the Eocene
Ungulate?, the method of elaboration was quite distinctive,

as duly noted above. As no Diprotoduiis havi ;;- yel

found in Tasmania wi havt i word,

attempted to . upon their relationship to the two
groups we have had undea r vi w Our persona] views

are therefore une: thi pi al Stud uts of

Palaeontology need not travel to the America
ad remai oimals that closely simulated the

odactyle Ungulates, since th in Australia,

and Tasmania, the evidence of < n id with
a primitive marsupial habit, and while unfolding that

Linjgly interesting zoological forn ol them
embraced, pari passu, the evolutionary Mend that pro-

duced the Rhinoceros and Tapir stirps in other parts of

the world. America is said to have elaborated
groups of, more or less. Rhinoceros-like animals : it re-

mains for the futu] what number actually i i

in the Australian zoo-geographical provinc -. Professor'

Owen first glimpsed tie i [bracing evolution-
ary trend, in the year 1870. Professor Watson dii < tly ecs

tended the idea when viewing the Tasmanian Nototherian
remains in 1914. Early the next year, Mr. L. Glauert,
of the Perth Museum, in Western Australia, expressed a
tentative opinion upon th<- subject, after four months*
work upon the fossil boles of the Mam ninth Cave, but
felt unable to state exactly how far the rh. trend
had advanced, his exact opinion (as reported at the time)
being thai tie 'Notntherium was a gigantic Tapir, or

'Rhinoceros-like animal." In 1915, also, H. H. Scott re-

viewed the evidem. yield d by a study of a Leptocerathine
Nototherium (X. tasmanicum) in the light of its being pure-
ly a Tapir-like animal, but abandoned the view in

March, 1917, in favour of that advanced by Professor
Watson (vide Brochure No. G, Launceston Museum Series).
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The reasons for opposing the Rhinoceros habit, in N
tasmanicum, as also the evidence in favour of the same,
in the light of information supplied by the study of the

skeleton of Nototherium mitchelli, have been duly set out,

in our Paper No. 3, and therefore need not be recalled

here. As far as we know, we have fairly impartially

weighed every fact of importance recorded by any and
all workers, in this particular branch of Palaeontology, and
the final result has been the several views expressed in our
short series of papers, of which the present constitutes No.
4.

For the scientific vise of the skeleton at Nototheriun*

mitchelli, we are indebted to Mr. K. M. Harrisson, of

Smithton, who generously placed the specimens at our
disposal for the purpose named. Mr. Harrisson has also

presented the whole of the remains to the Tasmanian
Museum, Hobart, with a view to their future exhibition
at that institution. In conclusion, we may just add that
the order in which the osteological evidc nee has been re-

viewed was largely detex-mined by the condition of the
material—some bones being unfit to handle for months,
while ethers were stable at an earlier date.

ADDENDUM.
After our notes upon the nasal ossicles, found in the

skulls of the Nototheria, were in print we discovered that
similar structures) had been recorded, by Prof. O. C. Marsh,
as appearing in the gigantic Dinocerata, of Eocene,
North America. Prof. Marsh published his note in 1884
(U.S. Geological Survey, monograph No. 10, page 14), and
regarded the structures as being quite unique, but sug-

gested that they had survived in a modified state in the
modern artiodactyla as the pre-nasals of the genus ' us.

Obviously, if this homology is correct, the ossicles must
have been developed as a common ungulate possession

prior to the divergence of the perissodaotyla from the
artiodactyla, as it is unlikely they were separately evolved.

The parellel development of such structures in the Noto-
theria is an exceedingly interesting point, as also is the
appearance of a single central ossicle in the South Ameri-
can Mylodon—as duly noted in our text.

The teeth of Tinoceras stenops, figured by Marsh
at page 47 of his monograph, show a disproportion be-

tween the upper and lower premolars, that is almost simi-

lar to that obtaining in the Nototheria. The cusping, of

course, is quite different.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XXII. -XXIII.

The Pes and Manus of Nototherium mitchelli.

Plate XXII.—Left foot of X. mitchelli. Astragalus in

position. All missing bones outlined in black. The facet

for the articulation of the fibula, with the calaneum, being

well shown.

Plato XXIII.—Left manus of N. mitchelli. This plate

shows the great spread of the hand, the powerful claws,

and the general conformation to the marsupial type. Some
bones missing—outlines supplied in black.




